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VHS2: V-STEEL HIGHWAY SERVICE 2
Bridgestone’s newest addition to their range of premium Off-the-road crane tyres is built to deliver
longest lasting heavy-duty performance. Combining outstanding durability and long wear life with
excellent on-road performance, this advanced all-terrain crane tyre
has all the ingredients to lift both your payload and your business to
new heights.

VHS vs. VHS2

Better
tread life

Like its predecessor, the VHS, the Bridgestone VHS2 crane tyre is
engineered to perform over a wide variety of surface conditions:
from road to rough terrain, combining outstanding traction and
high-speed stability with light-weight and low-noise operation.
As the adjacent chart indicates, the VHS2 raises the bar yet further,
delivering upwards of 10% longer tread life and equivalent
improvements in terms of resistance to irregular wear.
For premium performance you can rely on, for even longer
than ever before.
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Low-noise performance
When back on the road, you can count on
a smooth and comfortable ride thanks to
the VHS2’s closed shoulder design and
variable pattern pitch which help reduce
tyre noise.

High resistance to
irregular wear
The VHS2’s optimised casing design guarantees
a uniform distribution of contact pressure, even
under heavy loads and on uneven terrain. The
result is greater resistance to irregular wear of
up to 10% which can make all the difference to
your bottom line!

Light-weight construction
Using the most advanced construction
techniques developed in-house by
Bridgestone, the VHS2 succeeds in
combining premium on and off-road
performance in a light-weight package. For
highly efficient operations, whatever the
job, wherever the location.

Long wear life
The VHS2’s advanced materials engineering
and tread-design deliver clear improvements
in tread life, even under challenging conditions.
For longer-lasting performance, less down time
and a better return on your tyre investment. The
symmetrical tread pattern of VHS2 allows full
flexibility in terms of axle & position placement
allowing end-user to maximise total wear potential.

AVAILABLE TYRE SIZES
Size

445/95R25

Load
Index /
Speed
Symbol

Type

174F

T/L*

Rim
size
11.25/2.0
11.00/1.7CR
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25.5**

* Note: T/L: Tubeless type
** VHS2 retains the ability to be regrooved in later stages of wear to extend total life even further.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

